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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero. In [9], Seligman gave constructions 
of all simple Lie algebras over K of (restricted) type A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and 
BC, (1. > 3). Th e constructions are incomplete only for the algebras of types 
BC, and BC, (in addition to the anisotropic algebras). In [2,4,7], construc- 
tions were given independently that include the algebras of type BC, . These 
constructions each begin with a class of ternary algebras. However, the 
description of the corresponding Lie algebras is not com$ete since the ternary 
algebras remain to be described. The purpose of this paper is to begin such a 
description. 
We use the notation and terminology of [2] and we assume throughout that 
f is a finite-dimensional simple Jordan algebra with identity e and (f, Yj 
is a nonzero finite-dimensional $-ternary algebra with product < , , ) and 
nondegenerate skew form 9’” x F c 3. In Section 2, we show that the 
Lie algebra constructed from (#, V) is of type BC, if and only if (f, F) 
has no zero divisors. In Sections 3-6, we study g-ternary algebras without 
zero divisors and in Section 7, we give a complete description of them under 
the additional hypothesis that f + ke and V is not $-irreducible. The 
corresponding Lie algebras are classical and are those described in [2, 
Example I]. 
2. PRELIMIXARIES 
Define A(c, zg> E End,(& e V) by uA(z.+, w) = (u, D, ZL!) and aA(z, wj = 
(c, am> for u, CL’, w E V and a E $. Define R, E End,($ 0 Fj by uR, - 
$aau and bR, = a . b for a, b E $ and u E V. Let gG = Inst($, Y) be the 
Lie algebra spanned by the transformations i4(2*, ZG), 0: ZI: E V. sow, 
(‘Y, -jr) = & since f is simple, and hence, R, E T9 for a E f. (See [2, 
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Sect. 31. Moreover, the map A H’ A - 2R,, is an automorphism of Y0 . 
Put D(x, y) = A(x, r) - R(z,r) for x, y E V. 
Put Z’ = d;p(dy’, V) = f s 7 8 2, @ V G & with multiplication 
defined by [a + v, b _t w] = (v, zj, [a+ G] = (.v,w;, [n, A] = 
nA, [FL, A] = zf, and [a + ‘v, 6 + w] = 2R,., - 2[R, , Rt] + A(.z, w) + 
aZL’f~fora,bE~,v,wE~~,-1,BE~,,andnE~O~.Then,by[2, 
Corollary21, Yis a simpleLie algebra. Put E = exp(ad(t?)) exp(ad(e)) exp(ad(F)). 
Then, E extends the map defined above, ,ZF = 6, tic = -e!, a’ = S, and 
ZF = a for a E 3, v, 2.v E V. 
PROPOSITION 1. Every derivation of (2, V) is inner. 
Proof. Let D be a derivation of (V, &). Then ,by [2, Sect. 41, D extends 
to a derivation of =Y($, V’) and hence, since p(y, -jr) is simple, D = A for 
someAE,4ao. 1 
By [2, Proposition 1 and Sect. 21, we have 6ps = RX 0 Der(#, V), where 
Der(#, “Y) = {D E YO: eD = 0} is the set of derivations of (&, V). 
By [2, Theorem 1; 9, Lemma 31, any simple Lie algebra of type BC, arises 
as above. However, not all the algebras (9, rY) that we are dealing with 
correspond to algebras of type BC, , Define a zero diGsor of ($, V) as an 
element u E -Y such that the map v F+ <u, U, a) of V into V is not l-1. 
THEOREM 2. RR, is a rnaxiwzal split total subalgebra of 0 if and o&y if 
(8, V) has no zero divisors except 0. 
Proof. “a” Let u + 0 E V. Then, by [9, Lemma 31, we may imbed u 
in a three-dimensional split simple Lie algebra containing R, from which it 
follows that the map v i--.r cad(u)” is an injection. 
“c” Suppose 9 is a maximal split toral subalgebra of B containing kRR, . 
Let .Z be the set of (nonzero) roots of .F. Then, Z is the disjoint union of 
,Z’_, , Z_1 , Zg , Z; , ,X2 , where & = {r E ZZ 2y(R,) = i). We may order the 
roots in such a way that the elements of ZI u Zs are positive. (Indeed, if we 
choose a basis R, , T, ,..., T,, for .F, where y(T,) t Q for all i and all y, then 
we may order .Z lexicographically with respect to this basis.) Let 6 be the 
greatest root of Zr . By our assumption, [[T, Zs], _E%] = V. Thus, -y + 28 
runs through the roots of Z; as y runs through the roots of ,X1 . Therefore, 
8 = -8 f 26 is the least root of Zr . Thus, Zr = (6) and, therefore, Za = 
(261, ,X1 = {--A>, and Z-a = {-26). But s0 = [V, 71 and hence .F 
centralizes -EO. Therefore, 2 = (-26, -S, 6,26}. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that (8, V) h as no zero divisors. Then, f is a 
Jordan division algebra. Moreoaer, 9 is central if and only if f is central. 
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PrOOf. By [1, Proposition 3.41, X = &’ 8 ZB @ L.2, , .%,I @ $Z is 
a simple Lie algebra of type A, and hence, the first statement is a consequence 
of [9, Theorem 3.21. By [l, Corollary 4.31, _F is central if and only if I;y- is 
central, and by [l, Proposition 4.21, X is central if and only if the centralizer 
of ad(W,F 3 [gp , a,]) ! $ in End,($) is kR, . H 
3. THE FORM t 
We assume from now on that (I, V) has no zero divisors and that # is 
central. Thus, 3 is a central Jordan division algebra and 2 is an algebra of 
type SC, . Let ( , ) denote the Killing form on 2. Define -Ir x V --d k by 
t(x, y) = tr((x, y)), where tr is the generic trace defined on & (see [6, Chap. 6]). 
LEMMA 4. (i) t(ax, y) = t(x, ay) = tr(U . (3c, y))fOr a E 8, x, y E ?/. 
(ii) t is a nondegenerate alternating form on Y. 
(iii) There exists p E k* such that t(x, y) = p(x, 3) for x, y E V. 
Proof. (i) t(ax, y) = tr((ax, y)) = tr(u . <x, y>) - tr(aD(x, y)) = 
tr(a . <x, y)), since D(x, y) j $ E Der($) (see [2, Sect. 31). The second 
equation is proved similarly. 
(ii) Suppose that t(x, y) = 0 for ally E Y. Then, by (i), tr(a * (x, y}) = 
0 for all a G & and y f V”. By [6, Theorem 6.51, {x, y> = 0 for ally E -Y and 
hence, x = 0. 
(iii) (a[Rb, R,], B) = -(a, [E, [Rb , R,.]) = 0 for a, b, c E 3. Thus, e is 
orthogonal to the derived associator ideal [$, &, $1 of f. But if x, y E V, 
we have {s, yj = (t(x, y)/tr(e))e + b for some b E [$, $, f] and hence, 
(x, 7) = ((x, y), B) = ((e, F)$r(e)) t(x, y). 1 
4. THE CESTER OF so 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that A E End,(V) . as an Z&homomorpkism of V. Then, 
there exists L E center(gO) suck that A = ad(L) j V. 
Proof. Let * be the adjoint mapping of End,(V) corresponding to the 
form t. Then, ad($P,) 1 T is stabilized by *. In fact, by Lemma 4, -gx 1 V 
consists of *-symmetric transformations and Der(#, V) ! ,$ consists of 
*-skew transformations. Thus, the centralizer of ad(pO) 1 Yf is stabilized by *. 
Therefore, we may assume that A* = SA, where S = &l. Xow! 
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tr(a - <AA, y)) = tr(<axA, yj) = &(<ax, y3j) = 6 tr(a * (X, yA>) = 
tr(a . 6(x, yA>) for al1 a E f and hence, 
<XA4) y) = 6(x, yA> for x, y E -Y. 
-- 
(1) 
Then, (A(xA,y),L,,) = ([xA,y],L,) = (xA, [y,L,q) = (l/p)t(xA, [y,L,,E]) = 
(S,/p)t(x, [yA, LoE]) = 6(x, [ 2, L,]) = 6(-4(x, yA), L,) for L, E _EpO and hence, 
A(XL4, y) = &4(x, yA) for 3, y E YT. (2) 
Suppose that 6 = -1. DefineLEEnd,(~@Y) byL 1 V = A andLi x=0. 
By (2), we have (x,3’, x)L =(xL, y, x) = (XL, y, a> + (x, yL? z> f (x, y, zL> 
for x, y, x E Y. This, together with (I), gives L E Der(f, V). Since _r% acts 
faithfully on Y, L E center(Ya). 
Suppose that 6 = 1. Then, for x, y, x E V, we have (s, yA)x = 
4(x, yA>z f ~(%“A, y)x = +{(x, y9, a> - ( ya, x, zj + (x/I, y, zj - 
< y, x/I, zj} = +{(x, y, aA) - ( y, x, x)A A (R, y, xja - ( y, x, zA>} = 
4(x, y) xr2 f $((x, yjz+4 = (x, y)(zA). Define B E End,(#) by 
(1 (xi, yi))B = 2 (xi, yiA). If C (xi, yi) = x (ui , ci), we have 
(C <Xi ) y&l))w = (C (Xi ) y;)) z&4 = (C (Ui ) Vi)) WA = (C (z$ ) a&)w 
for all w E V and hence, B is wel! defined. If a E & and B = C (xi , yi j E #, 
we have (a * b)B = + C (ax, , yi)B f + x (xi , ayJB = $ C (axi , yiA) f 
+z <xi , ayiA) = a . x <x.~ , y& = a - (bB). Since f is central, B = X id 
for some X F K. Then, (x, yAj = (x, y)B = (x, Ay> for x, y E V and hence, 
A 1 V = h id. Thus, ,4 = 2AR, j V. 1 
By [l, Proposition 3.41, Z0 is the orthogonal direct sum of g and 93, 
where .% = 33 0 [3x , Bx] and 9X = (D E Der(&, V): /D = (0)). 
Since fl is central, this implies that center(AQ = kR, ,$ g, where @ = 
center(g$). Then, 93 = %? 0 [9~, 9x1. 
PROPOSITION 6. Either g = (0) or g = kc, where ad(C)’ i V = h id 
for sorfze h E k”. 
Proof. Let C, D + 0 E W. By Lemma 5, there exists L E center(YJ 
such that ad(L) 1 -l’r = ad(C) ad(D). But ad(L)* = ad(D)* ad(C)* = 
ad(D) ad(C) = ad(L) on Y and hence, L E kR, . Thus, there exists h E k such 
that uCD = Au for u E Y. But {u E V: UC = 0) is an &submodule of V 
and hence, by [ 1, 1.41, ad(C) ! -Y is invertible. Similarly, ad(D) is invertible. 
Thus, h + 0. In the same way, there exists A1 E k* such that UC” = A,u for 
u E F. Then, M? = h,uCD and hence, UC = (&/A) uD for u E V. 1 
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5. THE AUTOMORPHISMS ytJ 
Suppose that u f 0 E 9’. Then, by [9, Lemma 31 there exists z = ~z(u) 
such that [u, C] = 4R, . Then, P?,, = kc 13 kR, 1s Ku is a three-dimensional 
split simple Lie algebra and .Y is the direct sum of ;4P,-irreducibles of dimen- 
sions 1,3,5. It follows that if x E Y and [u, Cj = 0, then x = 0. In particular, 
the choice of ‘z is unique. Define yzs E Aut(6p) by 
ptJ = exp(adcCjj esp(adcu)) exp(ad(?)). 
When restricted to an i-dimensional S$irreducible ad((j, ad(zcj, and 9, have 
the following matrices. 
i 
_!_ 
ad(a) ad(u) CPU 
PI 
0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
r 
0 1 0 0 0‘ 
00100 
0 0 0 1 0 
00001 
0 0 0 0 0, 
PI PI 
[-i _L Ei] E -i ?] 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 __:6 
O-6 0 0 0 0010 1 
0 O-6 0 0 O-600 0 
0 0 o-4 0 24000 0 
It is then straightforward to verify that 
A”a = 4 - ,@&4, z) - $A((Ud; u)‘L., 2) 
nd 
6. THE #-MODULE STRWTURE OF 5' 
(4) 
In this section, we assume that f # ke and study the g-module structure 
of Y. 
PROPO~I~IOX 7. Suppose that @ is a $-submodule of V_ Let 4F be the set of 
elemefits of V which are t-orthogonal to JS. Tken, W is a ,$-mbmodule of Y’, 
(“%,3%!‘> = (01, and Y = @ @ W. 
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Proof. The first two facts follow immediatel~~ from Lemma 4. Suppose, 
for contradiction, that %Y n W # (0). By choosing an irreducible submodule 
of % n W, we may assume that %! C %L. Then, for x,y E Q and a E 8, 
aD(x, y) = +(x, ay) - *(ax, y} = 0 and hence, D(%, %‘I> C gx. But for 
x f 0 E @, ad(x) maps ,liaa onto -k^ and hence, V C [x, .%‘I + [x, 91 C 
I%% + [x, g$]. Therefore, L)(x, -jr) C D(x, @) + D(x, [x, SRI-I> C sR f 
[D(x, x), 331 C 9g. Thus, D(G2, 9’“) _C 9$. Again if x f 0 E %, we have 
Der(,$, ‘Y) = D(-Jr, -jr) C D(%, Y) + D([x, 931, V) _C D(S, 9’) + 
[D(S, V”), SS] 2 9$ . Therefore, [gR , Wg] = (0) and since f is central, 
we have d = ke and a contradiction. 1 
For u E ‘V, let (u)/ be the #-submodule of-Y generated bg 9. 
LE&GvIA 8. If u f 0 E Y-, then a(u) E (U)g . 
Proof. Bv (3), we may write Y,, = (Ys)r @ (go)_, as the sum of eigen- 
spaces for gj, . (~o)-l (resp. (-Qr) . h IS t e s p ace spanned by elements of _EGb 
lying in three-dimensional (resp. one- and five-dimensional) YU-irreducibles. 
Since #Q = a, we have .@ = 5?r @ W_, , where aA1 = .% n (P& . By (4), 
we have uB = -$(uB, u>o for I3 E aI . Since f is a division algebra, it 
sufhces, therefore, to show that (uB, u} f 0 for some B ~3, . Suppose the 
contrary. Then, $ ad(u)2 = (0). Th us, every B E ~3~ lies in a one-dimensional 
SP,,-irreducible and hence, gr ad(u) = (0). Thus, $ = g0 ad(u)’ = 
(YJr ad(u)’ = grad(u)’ + (gY)r ad(u)2 = (s$)r ad(u)2 and hence, 
[$, gr] = (0). Th is implies that gA, = (0) and hence, [g, g] = [i-r , &,I C 
gI = (0). Thus, [.gY , Zx] = (0) and since #’ is central, f = ke . m 
LEMI;2IA 9. Suppose that 92 is a #-submodule of Y. Suppose that u # 0 E S 
and y E ~2~. Then, there exists a &-homomorphism p of-Y such that UQ = y. 
Proof. Let o = Z(U). Then, by Lemma 8, ([y, c], B) = (y, a) = 
(1:~) t(y, vBf) = 0 for B ESI. Thus, [y, C] E 2~ and if we define v = 
& ad([y, c]), then uv = +[u, [y, c]] = -$[y, [u, -s]] = y. m 
PROPOSITION 10. 9'" = "I"; @K2 0 ..* lsYrrn, whmethec’sare mutually 
t-orthogonal $-isomorphic irreducible $-submodules of V. 
Proof. The proposition follows immediately from Proposition 7 and 
Lemma 9. 1 
PROPOSITION 11. <u>g is an irreducible fl-module for II E V. 
Proof. Suppose that Yf is a proper $-submodule of <zc>/ . Then, 
<u)~ = W” 8 (YY’ n <u>./). Thus, u = w + x, where w E YY” and z E Yf’. 
Since ‘W is proper, x # 0. Choose a &-endomorphism g, of $/ such that 
z@ = w. sow, r8 E (U>$ and hence, w = ~6, where #S is in the associative 
algebra with 1 generated by W, j 9’“. Thus, w = u* = ,wb -+ x* and since 
& c W and 16 E $kTL, we have w = up* and 9 = 0. Then, ZQ = .w* = xv* = 
#w= 0. Thus, zl E”!&/” and W = (0). i 
Following [3], vve define a symmetric ternary product [ , , ] on Y by 
PROPOSITION 12. Suppose that 92 is a /-submodule of P^. Then, 
(‘2, %?%, ‘i)c> 2 ,?l and A(+?, %‘) acts faithfully OA S!. 
PI-oof. By (5), it suffices for the first statement to show that [9, %, Wj Z +Y= 
Since [ , , ] is symmetric, therefore, it suffices to show that [u, u, U] f (zc)~ 
for u E 9”. We may assume that u # 0. Let o = G(U) and put 
nltr = (“X E (u},: XD(U, u) E (zc>), 
Then, W is a $-submodule of (u)/ and v E 13/lc, since oD(u, u) = 2<a, u>u + 
(zc, ZL, z> = -8~ +- 2u = -6~. Therefore, by Proposition 11, V = (u>$ 
and hence, [u, u, u] = (u, u, u} E (u)$ . 
Suppose that A = C[uI , GJ E A(%, %) kills 2?&. Then, by 15, Lemma 2.41, 
ad(A) is a nilpotent linear transformation of Y and hence, by [I, Lemma 1.1 I], 
A=O. m 
Suppose that GX is a ,#-submodule of Y’. Then, by Proposition 12, @ is 
a $-ternary algebra and we may identify 9(/, %?) with the subalgebra 
f @ @ @ A(@, %) @ % @ 3 of 9. Then, if % f (0), .Z’(j, %) is a 
central simple Lie subalgebra of 9 of type BC, (by Seer. 2). 
7. THE SOSIRREDUCIBLE ALGEBRAS (f,Y) 
In this section, we assume again that f + ke. Further, vve assume that Y’” 
is not $-irreducible and give a complete description of such algebras. 
If % f (0), we define O* = kA!i @ 9, where kM is a one-dimensional 
center for 9s. Put 9s” = KM G so. We extend ( , j to an invariant sym- 
metric form on dia* by defining (M,L) = 0 for L G 9 and (M, MM) = 
(7zy/4ndF) (C, C), where nV = dim,(V) and ng = dim&$). Put d,, = 
4ngX + n9L’ and Z,, = nVX - n+C. Extend E and va to automorphisms 
of 9-r by defining _W = Mvu = M. It follows from lJ, Lemma 2.51, that 
d;u zz d;‘% z d,.IfV? =(O),weput9 =Yandpa+ -PO. 
481/38/I-14 
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Define 
fJy = .g if+?=(O) and .5?‘=[9~,9~] if 5? = (0) 
= 3 3; hd, if ?? + (0) = [Sp, 9x1 ,$$ KZ, if g + (0). 
Then, A$+ is the orthogonal direct sum of the ideals G’ and 9. 
We give V the structure of a left G!-module by defining du = [dc, u] 
for d E 62 and II E -Y. If 59 f (0) and u f 0 E V, we have dp = d,, and hence, 
by (4), d,u = -t<d,,u, u)u, where z = V(U). Thus, by Lemma 8, d,u E (u)$ . 
Hence, the /-submodules and the G?-submodules of V” are the same. 
For x,y E V, we write [x,9] = -&?Q, x) + Z(x,y), where h(y, x) E aand 
Z(x, r) E 9. Define Q&+’ G+ by dJ = -dE. Then, 
k(x, y)’ = --h(y, x), Z(x, y) = Z(y, x) and R~~~,y) = $(h(x, y) - ~(JJ, x)) (6) 
for x, y E 9”. Moreover, if @ is a &-submodule, we have (d, [y, 31) = 
(I/p) t(&y, x) for d E Q and hence, 
h(x, y) = 0 for x E % and y E ?l-. (7) 
L~mxa 13. Let u f 0 E V and .z: = cl(u). Then, h(du, C) = 4d and 
I’(u, dc) = 4dJ for d E 67. 
Proof. The second equation follows from the first. To obtain the first 
equation, let Y = %! 0 gr, where % = (ujg and YK = %!‘. Then, 
<“/fir, w-:; = <w-, *-> f (0) . 1s an ideal of # and hence, (W’, ^rtr> = &. By 
(7), if ‘L’ ,c’%/, vve have [w, ~1 E 9 and hence, m4(du, 2:) = [du, [w, i?]] = 
d[u, @, c]] = dlx, [u, c]] = 2du: = -2[w, de]. Hence, A(dzc, 5) + 2 ad(de) 
kills YY. Therefore, since # = <“W, %‘“), A(du, u) + 2dE E gs . If $9 = (0), 
this gives the result. 
Suppose that 9? + (0). It remains to show that A(dzc, E) + 2& is orthogonal 
to do . If d = R, , this is trivial. If d E [a, Kj, then (A(du, c) + 2d’, do) = 
([[&, u], ~1, do) = (&, [[do, 51, u]) = (a, A(do%, v)). But by the previous 
paragraph, A(d,,%, V) = -2d,, t D for some D ~9~ and hence, 
(S, -4(doeu, v)) = 0. Finally, suppose that d = do . Then, by Proposition 6, 
(A(d,,u, a), do) = (21, 5 ad(d,)‘) = n,-?(zr, -J ad(C = hn,‘(u, fi) and 
(--2dooe> do) = -2(do, do) = -2(n9p-‘(C, C) + 16n/(M, M)) 
= -2(C, C) n.&_+ + 4nJ. 
Using (3), a straightforward calctdation yields (u, 5) = -_16n, - 4n9- and 
(C, C) = 2Xn.y . Thus, (14(dozl, v), do) = (--2d,,‘, do) as required. 1 
COROLL_SRY 14. If d E G?, u E V, and du = 0, t/Zen d = 0 or 14 = 0. 
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The following anisotropic property of 12 is proved using ideas analogous 
to the Pierce decomposition in [8]. 
LEMMA 15. If a C f, u E ‘%‘“, and lz(u, au) = 0, the-n a = 0 or u = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that a + 0 and u + 0. Then, [[a, u], u] E- [gs i 9$]. 
Since ever>- nonzero element of & can be imbedded in a three-dimensional 
split simple subalgebra of A?, it follows from [2, proof of Theorem l] that 
we may assume z = Z. Hence, D = [u, zTJ E [gB ,9$]. 
NOW, 0 = bD = (u, bu) = -2[[R,, u], u] for b E ,$. Hence, bp (4) and 
Lemma 13, it follows that Rzu = - R6 . Thus, EP,, fixes the elements of .gp e 
Therefore, since $ is central, qU i ,f = a: id for some a E k*. Then, for 
x,y EV-, 
= tr((r, y>‘“*) = t(0x,y) 
and hence, E~.~~.c-~~;~ 19’ = CII id. 
ls7rite $/ = @ 8 $“, where g = (u), and YF = %‘. Then, by Proposi- 
tion 12, %D C 4% and hence, WD C TF. Moreover, using (3), it follows that 
WD = @ad(u)” = ~w;+u and hence SD’ = 4.&+ui’ = -4am for rye E Iv_ 
Also, we have D(u, (u, u, uj) = +[D(u, u), D(u, u)] = 0 and (u, (zc, u, u)> = 
.?ad(zc)r = 24.~9~ = 24ne and thus, ‘2 = (1/6~))uD, where e = Z(U). This 
implies that uDZ = 6~0 = -36~ and hence, since D E CiFs, SLY = --_36~~r 
for all .2* E %. Put K = k(p), where /Is = -4~. Then, Y& = YY+ (2 W- and 
aK = %‘%(I 0 W, where -/Yh (resp. a*) is the &p (resp. +3/3) eigenspace for 
D i YpK. t is nondegenerate on Vx and it is easy to check that $K- and X’- 
(resp. %‘+ and W) are dual with respect to t. Put Y- = W c:: n/tTL and 
y- = @- 0 r’lr-. 
We show now that A(-t;“, YF+) = (0). Since (V+, %‘+> = (0), it suffices 
to show that D(VA, Y+) = (0). If x, y E VA, we have 
D(uD(x, y), u) = $[D, D&y)] = -&D(xD, y) - &0(x, yD); (8) 
uD(x, y)D = $(u, uD(x, y), u> f +(u, u, uD(x, y)) C $(uD(x, yj, u>u 
= +D(xD, y) - $uD(x, yD) + $(uD(x-, y), uju (9 
and 
(uD(x, y), u> = ((zc: u, y), uj + (<u, rjy, u‘? 
= ((u, u,y), r) + (24, ix, u)y) i (/u, s)y, IA? 
= <yD, x> f 2((u, yju, xj L 2<‘<U, r)y, uj 
= 2<(u, 3JjU, x) + 2(ju, x)yz 24,. (IO) 
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Suppose that x, y E W-f. Eq. (10) implies that (uD(x, y), ZJ) = 0 and hence, 
by (9), uD(x, y) EVY-. But -W,D(x, y) C YY, by Proposition 12 and hence, 
qKD(x, y) C eK . Thus, uD(x, y) = 0. Therefore, D(x, y) = 0 by (8). 
Suppose that x,y E %+. Then, uD(x,y) E BK. But (W, Qy, W) = (0), 
since its elements have D-eigenvalue 9p and hence, t(uD(x, y), z) = 
-t(u, zD(x,y)) = 0 for z E W. Thus, uD(x, y) E ,W. Hence, by (9), 
<uD(x, y), zi>u E ST. Then, (uD(x, y), u)u = (1/3/3)(uD(x, y), u) uD = 
(6~/3/J)(uD(x, y), u>c E J$U n J+. But j$ n g&v = (0), since bu = cz 
implies that 0 = (u, bu) = (u, co) = [c, [u, c]] = 4c if b, c E jjK. Thus, 
(uD(x, y), u)u = 0 and hence, by (9), uD(x, y) E %-. Therefore, uD(.v, y) = 0 
and by (X), D(x, y) = 0. Finally, suppose that x E ‘W+ and that y E %+. Then, 
by (lo), (uD(x, y), u} = 0 and hence, by (9), uD(r, y) has D-eigenvalue 
-2,/X Thus, uD(x,y) = 0 and again by (8), D(x, y) = 0. 
A similar argument gives A(%/-, Y-) = (0). Define -4 E End,:(V) by 
;2 / 22 = $D / 2?d and B 1 tW = D I%‘-. Then, V* is the j-- eigenspace for 
A j YrK . It is easy to check that A(V:, Y-) and A(?--, V+) stabilize V+ and 
V-. For example, <V+, Yr+, V-) C ,Y 1 fi, “/-jy/t + ($/-, Y/G’, $,-‘> c v+_ 
Thus, r2 commutes with A(V, 9’) and hence, by Lemma 5, there exists 
L E center (Ya) such that A = ad(L) [ V. 
Put u = u+ + u-, where uk E a*. Then, for x E$F+, (x, u, u) = 
(x, uf, u-j + <x, u-, u+) = (~1~, u-)x + 2(u-, x, ~17) = <u+, u-)x. Thus, if 
we put c = (u+, u-j, we obtain b(cx) = b(x, II, u> = (6x, u, u} = c(bx) for 
x E %K+ and b E j,, . The same argument can be given for x E YV- and hence, 
[I?,, “$,I kills W,. But, as in Lemma 13, (W”, $f) = $ and hence, 
[I?, , ZfK] kills f, . Thus, since xK is central, c = ye for some y E K*. Then, 
(L, D) = (L, [u, ti]) = (l/p) t(u, uL) = (1,/p) tr(<u, uLj) 
= --(l/p) tr(2/3(u+, u->) = -(2py,/p) tr(e) # 0. 
Therefore, since L E center (ZO), D $ [gY ,9,]. 1 
LEMI\U 16. Let x, y, x E V. Then, 
(i) (x, y, z) = &{h(y, z)x f h(x, y)z + h(w, x)y}, 
(ii) [x, Z(y, a)] = +(h(x, y)z + h(x, z)y), 
(iii) d(h(x, y)z) = h(dx, y)z for d E G!. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that u f 0 E V. Put a = (h(u, u)c, v>, where v = n(u). 
Now, by (3), [u, C]Q = [u, ii] and hence, h(u, u)mu = h(u, u). Then, by (4), 
we have that au = 4h(u, u)c and hence, using (3), (u, u, au) = 
(u, u, 4h(u, u)n> = -24h(u, u)u. Thus, A(u, au) = 4h(u, h(u, u)v) = 
16h(u, u)” = -16h(u, u) by Lemma 13. Therefore, by Lemma 15, a = -16e 
and hence, (u, u, u> = @(u, u)u. Part (i) then follows from (5) and (6). 
(ii) follows immediately from (i). 
(iii) Write Y = $5 @ ... 3 “y, as in Proposition 10. By (7), we maj? 
assume that x,y E 9; and since the Yi are all et-isomorphic (by the proof of 
Lemma 9), we may assume that x c $5 . Then, using (ii), d(h(x, y)x) = 
2d[x, Z(y, x)] = 2[dx, Z(y, z)] = h(dx, y)2_ 6 
It follows from Lemma 16(iii), that if dI , d2 E G’, there exists a unique d E G 
such that cl,(d,u;) = dzu for all Eli E V. We define d,d, = d, in which case 0Z 
is an associative algebra and Y is a left G&module. The map a -+ 2RR, identifies 
f with (u s 0? a-’ = a>. 
THEOREM 17. Let k be a$eld of characteristic zero. Suppose that 3 # ke 
is a central simple Jordan algebra with identity e, (6, V) is a nondegenerate 
nonzero y-ternary algebra, ,Y’” is not &-irre&cible, and (f, :““) has no zero 
divisors except zero. Then, there exists a central associative diGsion akebra 
with involution (G!, J) such that 
(i) $ =(dEOi!zdJ =d}, 
(ii) V is a nonxero i&module of @t-dime&on > l! 
(iii) V possesses a nondtgenerate anisotropic skew-hermitian B-form h 
such that for x, y, z E Y, (x, yz x> = gh(y, x)x +- h(r, x)y F h(x", y)z;) and 
(x, ;v) = $(h(.x, y) - h(y, x)), and 
(iv) d is not commutative and (G!, J) . zs not a quaternion algebra with 
standard involution. 
Proof. By Lemma 16(iii), dh(x, y) = h(dx, y) for d E G and x,y E V. 
Hence, h(x, y) dz = [[h&y)‘, df], z] + Ed<, [h(x, y)E, x1-j = [h(x, y), d]z + 
dh(x, y)z = -h(dx, y).z - h(x, &y)z - dh(x, y)z = h(x, dJy)x for z E Y and, 
therefore, 11(x, y)d = h(x, dJy). Th us, h is a skesv-hermitian a-form on ,V. 
If x!y EV and d E Q& we have (dh(x,y))J = h(dx,y)J = -h(y, dx) = 
-h(y, x)dJ = h(x, y)JdJ and, therefore, J is an invdution of 0&. 
Suppose that d + 0 E 6Y. Choose u + 0 E 9”. By Corollary 14, du # 0 and 
hence, we may put v = v(du). Then, 2R, = $h(du, v) = d(+h(zc, v)) and d 
has a right inverse. Similarlp, dJ has a right inverse and therefore, d has a left 
inverse. Thus, G? is a division algebra. 
The center of a is RR, if g = (0) and kR, 13 kdO if V 1 (0). Thus, 
(G?, J) is central. 
Parts @--(iii) follow from (6) and Lemmas 15 and 16. Part (iv) follows from 
f + ke. 1 
Remarks. (1) Making use of the results of [lo], it is straightforward to 
verif!; that the converse of the theorem is valid. 
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(2) The Lie algebra associated with the &-ternary algebra described in 
the theorem is the derived algebra of the skew transformations of I’, where Y 
is the orthogonal sum of Y and a two-dimensional 6%space with skew form 
0 1 
[ 1 -1 0’ 
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